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ANNEXURE 

Manual for Teacher /Lab Assistant Details Entry 

For  Government  and Aided Schools 

1) Login as Admin User->Click on Teacher Details Entry->Enter the consolidation details and 

submit it. Be careful, the details once confirmed cannot be modified. 

 
 

2) HITC user can enter the details of the teachers as well as lab assistants. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

3) For Teacher Details Entry, Click on ‘Teacher Details Entry’ link. 

4) Lists of teachers are displayed. Click on the’ Edit’ button to complete the details of 

displayed entries. 

 
 

5) Click on ‘Add a Teacher ‘link to add a new teacher, whose name is not displayed in the list. 

 



 

 

 

6) Enter all the essential details and submit it. Once HITC submit the details, the list became 

appended with that particular entry. HITC can edit the details if necessary. For that click on 



the ‘Edit’ button corresponding to an entry. Click forward button to forward the details to 

the ‘Admin’ user. 

 

 
7) Click ‘Back to Index’ button to go back to’ TEACHER AND LAB ASSISTANT ENTRY MODULE’ 

8) Details forwarded by the HITC user are available to the Admin user for verification. 

9) Admin need to verify all the entries forwarded by the HITC. For that login as admin user -> 

click on “Teacher Details Entry’. From ‘TEACHER AND LAB ASSISTANT DETAILS ENTRY 

MODULE’, select the option.  

 

 
10) Admin can view each forwarded entry by clicking view button.  Option is available either to 

Verify or to Reject. Rejected entries are reverted to the HITC User.  

 



11) The process of forwarding an entry is completed by the verification done by the admin 

user. 

 

For Un-Aided Schools(Un-Aided/Residential/Special/Technical) 

1) Login as Admin User->Click on Teacher Details Entry->Enter the consolidation details and 

submit it. Be careful, the details once confirmed cannot be modified. 

 
2) ADMIN can enter the details of the teachers as well as lab assistants. 

 
 

 

3) For Teacher Details Entry, Click on ‘Teacher Details Entry’. 

4) Click on ‘Add a Teacher’ 

 

 
 

5)  Enter all the essential details and submit it. Once submit the details, list became appended 

with that particular entry. Admin can edit the details if necessary. For that Press the ‘Edit’ 

button corresponding to an entry. Press ‘Verify’ button to verify the details. 

 



 
 

6) The process of forwarding an entry is completed by the verification done by the admin user. 

7) Press ‘Back to Index’ button to go back to’ TEACHER AND LAB ASSISTANT ENTRY MODULE’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


